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brand  identity

Cameron Suddreth Identity
Process and development

Thank you notecard

Digitizing

Business card

Logo

Selling yourself is often difficult 
because it means standing out from 
the crowd. Cameron wanted to do 
that, but in a smart and unique way  
by creating his own brand. I helped 
him by designing a simple, classic-
looking logo and assets that utilized  
a unique grid which call attention to 
the logo. 

Enclosing his initials within a circle 
gives an impression of stamped 
approval and evokes many positives. 

As a result he was able to land 
internships at some well-known golf 
clubs such as Westchester Country 
Club in Rye, NY and Ocean Forest in 
Hilton Head Island, SC.
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brand  identity

Aviation Brewing Identity
Process and development

Business card

Main Logo
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I was hired to design a logo and 
business card for a retired pilot turned 
avid brewer. The design concept 
was really quite open-ended and 
completely up to me as far as direction 
of where the design went. The name 
of his operation is Aviation Brewing  
(Bob doesn’t sell his booze but brews 
batches and gives to people a few 
times a year.) I wanted to develop, for 
him, a unique mark that incorporated 
both aspects of the company’s name: 
aviation and brewing. Resulting in  
a design that is somewhat obvious  
and memorable.

Bob has since used the logo  
on T-shirts and hats and does  
use the business card design 
below. Ultimately, it has been  
a huge success and Bob was  
very happy with the design,  
which surpassed his expectation.
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brand  identity

Grape Grows Identity
Process and development

Business card

Grape Grows typeface

Main Logo

Booklet with early version of typeface in use.

Squarespace Website

Travis Lebrun 
207-240-2218 
Travis@grapegrows.com
www.grapegrows.com
@grapegrows

Grape Grows is a small start-up 
company with big aspirations.  
They do grow plants but not the  
ones that produce wine. Instead the 
term grape in regards to cannabis 
means high-quality. Grape Grows 
is part of the revolutionary social 
movement that sees the plant as  
a means to do good and not harm,  
that is often associated with. 

In designing their identity it had to  
be relatable to the rest of the industry, 
but commercially viable, as well. The 
cannabis industry in general tends to 
have a certain sophomoric look and 
feel, which I did not want to replicate.

The logotype started out a type cooker 
sketch which then also morphed into  
a bespoke typeface for the brand that  
I designed for them.

The project moved pretty fast as 
there was a need for a booklet to be 
produced ASAP to get word out of  
the business. 

After the booklet was well-received  
helped set up the bare essentials of  
a website on Squarespace where they 
could maintain an online store. My 
part in this was choosing the template, 
layout, images, and typography.

The logo is being used on many  
items that Grape Grows is producing 
and in their marketing efforts, such  
as Instagram and their.

Grape grows 
text regular 
bespoke font.
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brochure  designbrochure  design

GLAD
Justice 2020 Pamphlet

Edison Electric Institute
Annual Convention – Big Easy Soiree

While at Edison Electric Institute,   
I designed, under minor direction 
by the creative director, a sleek  
tri-fold brochure. 

With the assets already in place,  
I created the layout and chose the type 
and photo treatments to bring extra 
excitement to the event.

At Grossman Marketing Group,  
I worked with the creative director 
and used GLAD’s brand guidelines 
to design this tri-fold brochure; 
educating people on their mission.
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print  and  layout  design

Washington Nationals 
TEAM Service Rewards & Recognition Program Booklet

Using the Nationals brand assets,  
I developed and created this eye-
catching booklet that explains the 
perks of working for the ball club. 

My favorite parts are the quotes over 
the images with a multiply effect laid 
on top. These helped encapsulate the 
message of  
the booklet.

Inside cover

Inside spread

Inside spread back
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print  design

Marriage Blessing
Order of Service

Designed for my Wife and I, for  
our marriage blessing ceremony.

Utilized a simple pattern and 
typeface, Garalda by Xavier Dupré, 
that suited the occasion.

Inside cover back

Blessing ceremony order of events
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invitation  design

New England College of Optometry 
Profiles In Vision invite suite

This entire package of printed 
materials was designed in support of 
the New England College of Optemtry 
while working at Grossman Marketing.

I developed this concept, under minor 
direction from the creative director.

My goal was to literally make this as 
legible and easy to consume visually, 
as possible, while still making it 
interesting to look at. We built a clear 
typographic hierarchy and used two 
well-designed typefaces, Sentinel  
and Graphik, to develop that.

Ultimately, we successfully brought 
awareness to the event and help  
make the night a success for the 
college of optemtry.

Envelope

Invite front Inside invite spread

Sponsorship card Informational card (front and back)

Close-up
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print  and  digital  campaign  design

Tufts University Dept. of Drama and Dance
Calendar mailer - fully opened, back, below. Social media posts Digital banners

While at Grossman Marketing, we 
supported the Tufts Univ. Drama and 
Dance program and their year-long 
campaign.  

To get people interested in the 
upcoming shows for the calendar year 
I developed the branding and imagery 
for each individual play and design the 
calender mailer. 

For Gem of the Ocean and Desire 
Under the Elms, I utilized stock image 
libraries. However, for Gem ... I used 
two different elements, the image and 
fist shape and brought them together 
to create the strong visual evoking the 
nature of the play. As well as 
developed the type treatment of the 
poster and social media post.

The King Stag artwork shown is a 
graphic I made using effects in 
Illustator and editing, myself, to appeal 
mysterious and family-friendly play.

Desire Under

the Elms

April 6–8, April 13, 2017 at 8pm,

April 15, 2017 at 8pm 

By Eugene O’Neill  

Directed by Heather S. Nathans

BALCH ARENA THEATER

TUFTS DEPARTMENT 

OF DRAMA AND DANCE
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Shirt designs

In the wild

Printed shirts

logo  and  shirt  design

SouthWest Corridor Park 
Logo

Logo

Southwest Corridor Park
Connecting Neighbors from Forest Hills to Back Bay

Hired by a volunteer group in 
Boston, MA, I was tasked with 
designing a logo and some graphics 
for shirts. These were then sold in 
order to support the groups mission 
of up-keeping the Southwest 
Corridor Park
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tv  campaign  design

Steve Scalise graphics and type setting
Screen-shots from commercial

Washington Nationals
TV Slate design

A really fun freelance project to 
work on was designing the graphics 
and type treatment for a well-known 
US Congressman.

After designing these assets they 
were then used by the animator  
to bring to life on the screen.

The Nationals regularly ran ads 
during games.

Here is one that I designed, again, 
using Nationals branding assets 
and template to freshen up the 
look and feel.
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Rethink Why Housing Matters
Infographics

Charter / Spectrum
Infographic

infographic  design

Washington Nationals
Instagram post

Washington Nationals
Web banners

Easter Seals –Bay Area
Logo and digital banner design

SmartBrief
Web banner

digital  /  social  media  advertising 

Infographics designed using each 
companies brand guidelines in 
support of clients while working at 
Cone Communications in Boston.
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trade  show  –  print  design

SHOWA – Duratrans
18" x 24" back lit posters displayed outside of a trade-show booth.

SHOWA – Fabric Wall 
20' x 8' infographic timeline of SHOWA and Best Glove’s history and merger.

SHOWA – Fabric Wall 
SHOWA / DuPont Banner Stand

trade  show  –  print  design

Tradeshows were a common 
occurrence for the SHOWA team.

In support of them, I designed 
several banner stands (left), large 
fabric backs (above), and back-lit 
poster graphics (opposite) in order  
to catch the attention of people 
walking around the many booths.

Every project included ensuring 
they were print-ready and handled 
in a timely manner by the printer.
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MedImmune’s Gadget Show – Maryland, USA

Cameron Suddreth – North Carolina, USA

Southwest Corridor Park – Boston, MA, USA Joe’s Cafe – Personal Project

Grape Grows LLC – Maine, USA

Head 2 Heels – Georgia, USA KHS Transportation – North Carolina, USAAviation Brewing – Idaho, USA

Birth Day – Maryland, USA

K monogram

Joanne Logotype

logos  and  lettering  design

Your Source for Global & Domestic Transportation

Your Source for Global & Domestic Transportation Your Source for Global & Domestic Transportation

Main/Full Version

White on Black Black on White

Joanne
Upright swash K

.75" x .60" .93" x .75" 1" x .8"

Tom McInnis – NC State Rep.

Logo

Southwest Corridor Park
Connecting Neighbors from Forest Hills to Back Bay
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Norse Sans 
Norse Sans Text
Norse Sans Contrast

designed by: Joe Elwell

type  design
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Technological
Terminals end  
parallel to stroke

Vertical stress Large apertures

Norse Sans Text features thicker joins, looser spacing  
and a tail on the ‘l’ to keep it legible in running text.

Single-story g

Sharp joins

Narrow stance

Angled stems evoking  
the broad-nib pen

Norse Sans Contrast is jumpy and somewhat jarring. A great style to 
use in posters and places where you want to catch unsuspecting eyes.

Norse Sans

Moderate-sized eye

Hydraulic quality

What makes the Norse Sans Family so successful?

type  design
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Magnesia
Quaintly

Coauthor
Aptitude

Professor Universe

Trendline Informal
Jodhpur Romans

Specked Hairiest
Sans RegularSans Regular

Text RegularText Regular

Sans BoldSans Bold

Text BoldText Bold

Contrast Regular Contrast Regular

Contrast Bold Contrast Bold

Norse Sans, Text, Contrast

a a a

type  design
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